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Damage to the hard disk indicates damage to the vital data stored on the hard disk. This hampers
the important projects of a business. When the database files and folders are corrupted it restricts
the user access to the important emails, appointments, tasks, notes, drafts that have been stored in
the .EDB  & .STM files. The communication process between the employees is temporarily stopped.
The best possible way to regain the corrupt databases back is Export EDB to PST. By the reliable
third party Export  EDB to PST  tool all the corrupt mailboxes can be recovered in a short duration.

A dexterous  EDB to PST Conversion Tool fixes the errors which are the cause of the corruption
and restricts approach to the .EDB and .STM files. The causes are as follows:

1	Virus Infections

2	Jet engine errors

3	Exchange Server failure

4	.EDB log files is deleted

5	Unexpected shut down

6	Hardware and software failure

7	Logical Errors

8	Wrong deletion of the mailboxes

9	MS Exchange Corruption etc.

If you experience a data loss situation, without any delay get the best exchange recovery software
solution. There is a wide range of conversion products that may baffle your mind. Before investing
your money test the online demo edition of the program offered FREE. The trial version reveals the
complete recovery procedure and the caliber of the product. If you are appeased by the demo
version of the registered licensed version and avail the complete conversion process.

Superior Skin of EDB to PST Conversion Software

1	Software supports all versions of MS Outlook 95, 97, 2000, XP, 2003, 2007 & 2010.

2	Software supports Microsoft Exchange 5.0, 5.5, 2000, 2003, 2007 & 2010 version.

3	Smoothly regains all the data from the folder such as: emails, journals, calendar, notes, tasks,
contacts, draft, attachments etc. of EDB file.
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4	Converts the inaccessible database file to MS Outlook PST.

5	Converts  smoothly the multiple mailboxes.

6	Particular user mailbox created in the particular PST file.

7	Software creates individual folders for emails, contacts, attachments etc.

8	Search Feature allowed for locating the particular EDB files

9	Deep scanning process to recover deeply corrupted EDB files

10	Technical knowledge not essential for using the software handling

11	Result oriented and risk free software.

Learn Migration Process:

The conversion process is an easy process. A Computer novice can handle the email conversion
tool.

1.  Download and install the EDB to PST conversion application.

2.  Browse and select the corrupt .EDB and .STM files

3.  Select the recovery mode i.e. Normal Mode or Advanced Mode

4 . Scanning of  the damaged database files.  After scanning the recovered items are displayed in a
tree like structure

5. Select the mailboxes that  need to be  converted  into the PST file and save them in a destined
location.
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